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ABSTRACT Antennas in platforms where the physical dimensions are significantly smaller than the
wavelength of the frequency of interest are limited to narrowband operations. A technique that enables
transmission of such signals through narrowband antennas is called Direct Antenna Modulation (DAM).
DAM utilizes switching circuitry to directly modulate the antenna at its maximum energy moments synchro-
nized with the input RF signal. In this paper, we propose a method of attaining higher-order, N, frequency
shift keyed, NFSK, modulation through a high Quality-factor electrically small antenna to achieve higher
bit rates and better spectral efficiency within an instantaneous bandwidth. A DAM antenna transmitting a
frequency shift keyed signal using four carrier frequencies, 4FSK, was designed, prototyped, and measured.
Its electrical size is 0.018λ×0.02λ. A pseudorandom 8-bit and 16-bit sequence were transmitted through the
4FSK DAM antenna and received in the far-field. The results show that such a topology provides a roadmap
in attaining even higher modulation orders, thus, higher spectral efficiency.

INDEX TERMS Electrically small antennas, direct antenna modulation, time-varying electromagnetics,
high-efficiency bandwidth antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION
Antennas onboard platforms which are orders of magnitude
smaller than the wavelength of the desired signal are known
to have narrowband performance. This limited performance is
constrained by a rapid increase in the antenna’s Quality factor
(Q-factor) which is inversely proportional to the product of
the propagation constant, k , and the radius, a, that minimally
circumscribes the antenna structure [1]. Because theQ-factor
is inversely proportional to the fractional bandwidth of the
antenna, transmission of a high-bandwidth signal is reflected
back to the source, distorted, and/or inefficiently radiated [2].
Therefore, such high-bandwidth and highly efficient radiators
in electrically small-regimes are difficult to design.

However, one methodology that enables transmission of
high-bandwidth signals despite this limitation is a technique
known as Direct Antenna Modulation (DAM) [3]–[5]. The
foundational basis in DAM is that though the high radiation
Q-factor of an antenna traditionally limits the bandwidth of an
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electrically small antenna (ESA) with a linear time-invariant
(LTI) matching circuit, the time-varying operation of an
antenna may not be limited. Specifically, if the antenna
is directly modulated through the use of a switching cir-
cuit, the antenna can be made to transmit amplitude shift
keyed (ASK) [6]–[10], phase shift keyed (PSK) [11], [12],
and frequency shift keyed (FSK) [13]–[15] signals. Earlier
works [16], [17] were able to produce these high-bandwidth
signals through the time-varying operation of the circuit,
but an important aspect of DAM is the need to ensure syn-
chronization between the switching action and the input RF
signal so that during the transition, the maximum energy of
the antenna is maintained. This was shown in [18], [19] to
ensure that in the time-varying operation of DAM, maximum
efficiency is attained as well as high-bandwidth transmission.

The purpose of this paper is to build on previous research
and propose how to increase spectral efficiency of an FSK
DAM transmitter. It is well known that out of all the binary
modulation schemes, FSK requires the most bandwidth [20].
Therefore, we propose, as conventionally done, increasing the
binary order of the transmission.
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Previously it was shown that the use of high figure of merit
(FoM) transistors results in an FSKDAM system that capable
of even greater data rates due to the increased frequency of

separation between carriers [21]. However, DAMwas lim-
ited to a binary modulation symbol. In this work, we fur-
ther enhance the capability of DAM by creating a pathway
to achieving even higher order modulations, starting with
FSK. We prototyped, designed, and measured a 4FSK DAM
antenna, and transmitted a pseudorandom 8-bit and 16-bit
sequence and received in the far-field successfully.

The FSK DAM technique will be succinctly explained in
Sec. II. In Sec. III, we propose a 4FSK DAM system and
show the pathway for high order modulations and greater
spectral efficiency through circuit analysis and resonator the-
ory. Finally, far-field measurements for the 4FSK DAM in an
outdoor setting will be shown in Sec. IV.

II. FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYED DIRECT ANTENNA
MODULATION
A major advantage of using FSK over other digital mod-
ulation techniques is that in an FSK waveform, the signal
is a constant envelope signal [20]. Specifically for DAM,
the implementation for FSK experiences relatively smaller
switching losses due to the change in capacitance not having
to be completely either OFF or ON [7].

For an FSK DAM antenna system, the switching of the
resonant frequency must be synchronized to the switching in
the carrier frequency provided by the input RF signal. This
ensures that maximum efficiency is attained throughout the
time-varying operation of DAM. Because of this, an impor-
tant choice in the design of the overall system is the antenna.
In this work, we chose a capacitively loaded loop antenna
(CLLA) because of its size, low manufacturing cost, and ease
in matching to a 50 � system through a secondary loop [22].
Because the CLLA can be modeled as a simple RLC circuit
with a transformer, the whole DAM system can be modeled
as a circuit while including the transistors used for switching.
As an example, a BFSK DAM [21] system is seen in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. The circuit diagram of an BFSK DAM system with the
transistors used to switch the resonance of the antenna.

The transistors provide a pathway for the antenna to have
two resonances. When transistors Q1 and Q2 are both ON,

FIGURE 2. The geometry of the BFSK DAM antenna that incorporate a
symmetric switch pair.

the ON-resonance is defined by:

fon =
1

2π
√

LLoopCs
2

(1)

where fon is the resonance frequency when the transistors are
ON. When the transistors are OFF, the OFF-resonance, foff,
is based off of an equivalent capacitance, Ceq, which includes
the OFF-capacitance of the transistors Coff.

Ceq =
1
8

Cs
(
Coff + Cq

)
Cs + Coff + Cq

(2)

foff =
1

2π
√
LLoopCeq

(3)

Therefore, if the changes in resonance of the antenna are
synchronizedwith the input RF signal, a high efficiency band-
width BFSK signal can be transmitted through a narrowband
CLLA. Because of the requirement that the switching must
occur at the moment when the antenna contains maximum
energy, for a CLLA, this must occur at maximum current
occurrences seen by LLoop. Consequently, the switch driver
signal must be made so that ON-period of Vdrive must be an
integer value of the ON-period and the OFF-period of Vdrive
must be an integer value of the OFF-period.

2
fb
= nTon + mToff =

n
fon
+

m
foff

(4)

where fb is the bit rate of the input signal. Now, the achieved
bandwidth of the BFSK DAM, BWsys, system is completely
based on the bit rate, provided that the frequency separation
of the two carrier frequencies are higher than the desired bit
rate.

BWsys = fb ≤
∣∣foff − fon∣∣ (5)
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Theoretically, (5) shows that if the maximum efficiency is
maintained through switching, the DAM system can transmit
signals beyond the instantaneous impedance bandwidth of the
high-Q ESA.

III. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF A 4FSK/N-FSK DIRECT
ANTENNA MODULATION
A. TOPOLOGY TO ACHIEVE NFSK AND 4FSK DAM
Amethod to improve the bandwidth of the FSKDAMsystem,
is to increase the bit rate. However, two carrier frequencies,
(1) and (3), must be chosen so that their frequency difference
(5) supports the chosen data rate. This ensures that the bit
sequence being transmitted can be properly demodulated.
However, a practical challenge here, as seen in (2) is that
the transistor parasitics limit the frequency difference needed
to achieve much higher data rates. Nevertheless, DAM can
theoretically support data rates up to the carrier frequency [7].
Still, even if the frequency difference between the carriers
is sufficient to maximize the data rate, FSK modulations
are often spectrally inefficient compared to other binary
digital modulation schemes [20]. Therefore, a well-known
method to increase the data rates is to incorporate higher
order modulation techniques. In this work, we propose a path-
way to achieve N-FSK modulation. The topology is shown
in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. The circuit topology for an NFSK DAM system. Such a topology
allows the reduction in the effect of the ON-resistance of the transistor.

To achieve isolation between the RF and switching signal,
it is imperative that the RF signal in the primary side of
the loop antenna sees the same reactance on both sides of
the RF path. Thus, the capacitances CL, CH, CM, CN on
each of the branches reside on both top and bottom of the
branch. Because this symmetry produces a virtual ground,
the switching signal that switches states among the paral-
lel branches are unambiguous. This enforces the switching
signal seen at the gate port of the transistor to be refer-
enced to ground, ensuring that the transistors are switched
as intended.

Therefore, to achieve 2N bits per symbol, there must be
2N transistors. In this paper, we propose a 4FSK modulation
which consists of two branches and four transistors.

FIGURE 4. The overall circuit schematic including the driver circuitry to
switch the transistors ON and OFF and the loop antenna model.

B. RESONANCE NETWORK TO ACHIEVE 4FSK DAM
The four frequencies to support a 4FSK transmission are
dependent on the choice of capacitors CL and CH along with
the parasitic capacitance of the transistor, CtOFF as shown
in the circuit diagram in Fig. 4. Therefore, depending on
the desired carrier frequencies, CL and CH can be chosen
considering the inherent effect of CtOFF. Because of this,
depending on whether the transistors are turned ON and OFF
in each branch, four unique resonant states are achieved.
If all the transistors are turned ON, the transistors contribute
no capacitance and the resonance is wholly dependent on
CL and CH. Specifically, the equivalent capacitance is:

CON =
CL + CH

2
(6)

Therefore, this results in the lowest resonance frequency of:

fON =
1

2π
√
LLoopCON

(7)

Contrarily, when all transistors are OFF, each of the transis-
tors contribute CtOFF. Because of this, the equivalent capaci-
tance in the upper left branch which contains the capacitance
CL is:

C1 =
CLCtOFF

CL + CtOFF
(8)

And the equivalent capacitance in the upper right branch
which contains the capacitance CH is:

C2 =
CHCtOFF

CH + CtOFF
(9)

Therefore, the equivalent capacitance of the whole resonance
network is:

COFF =
C1 + C2

2
(10)

Resulting in the resonance which produces the highest carrier
frequency

fOFF =
1

2π
√
LLoopCOFF

(11)

Now, the other two resonances are achieved depending if
the transistors in either left or right branches as shown
in Fig. 4 are turned ON. If the left branch transistors
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Q1 and Q2 are ON and right branch transistors Q3 and Q4
are OFF, the equivalent capacitance of the whole network is:

CA =
CL + C2

2
(12)

Similarly, if the right branch transistors Q3 and Q4 are ON
and left branch transistors Q1 and Q2 are turned OFF, the
equivalent capacitance of the whole network is:

CB =
C1 + CH

2
(13)

These result in two more distinct resonant frequencies for use
in 4FSK DAM:

fA =
1

2π
√
LLoopCA

(14)

fB =
1

2π
√
LLoopCB

(15)

An advantage of this topology when compared to
Fig. 1 is that the additional pair of transistors reduces
the effect of the ON-resistance because of the parallel
arrangement of the transistors. Therefore, by reducing the
ON-resistance of the DAM system, maximum efficiency
is maintained.

C. SIMULATIONS OF THE 4FSK DAM ANTENNA
To initially test the above analysis and theory, the circuit
representation shown in Fig. 4 was modeled in Keysight
ADS. Also, a CLLA was designed in a full-wave electro-
magnetic (EM) solver, Dassault Systemes CST, to capture
the radiation and loss characteristics of the antenna. The
CLLA combined with the switching circuitry in Fig. 4 creates
the overall DAM antenna. CST simulations show that the
ohmic resistance, ROHMIC, is 282 m� while the radiation
resistance, RRAD, is 0.959 m�. When the CLLA is simulated
to resonate at 35 MHz, the realized gain of the antenna
is −23.56 dB. Because the CLLA is inherently a narrow-
band antenna, this realized gain is only achieved within the
narrow impedance bandwidth, where |S11| < −10 dB, of
the CLLA.

Next, the circuit parameters attained from the EM solver
were used to simulate the antenna with the switch circuitry
needed to achieve the overall DAM system. CL = 75 pF
and CH = 47 pF were chosen to create carrier frequencies
around 35 MHz. Using the carrier frequencies achieved in
(7), (11), (14), and (15), a 4FSK signal was generated and
used as VRF. The power received is computed by taking the
quotient of the square of the voltage across the RRAD and the
resistance value of RRAD. This is compared to the available
power from the source. Further, to simulate the performance
of CLLA, the switching circuitry was removed, resulting in
only achieving the resonance frequency of (11). The simu-
lated power spectrum achieved by both DAM and CLLA are
shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the DAM antenna is able
to follow a high bandwidth 4FSK signal by maintaining the

FIGURE 5. The simulated power spectrum of both the DAM and CLLA
compared to an input 4FSK signal.

frequency components of the input RF signal. Quantitatively
at each of the frequencies, the magnitude of DAM is such
that it is approximately 25 dB below the available source
power, whereas for CLLA, it is 25 dB below the available
source power only at its resonance, but greatly attenuated
beyond its narrow impedance bandwidth. This shows that
in traditional ESA’s, the frequency components outside the
narrow impedance bandwidth are radiated inefficiently and
are greatly attenuated.

FIGURE 6. The prototype of the 4FSK HF DAM antenna including the
integrated Balun and bias tee.

IV. FAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF 4FSK DIRECT
ANTENNA MODULATION
Next, a 4FSK DAM system was designed and prototyped
centered at 35 MHz. The prototyped antenna is shown
in Fig. 6 using capacitor values CL = 75 pF and CH =

47 pF. At fON , its electrical size is 0.018λ by 0.02λ
(170 mm × 190 mm). To further enhance the isolation of
the 4FSK DAM antenna, a balun, DA2319-ALB, was inte-
grated into the switching circuitry as well as an integrated
bias tee, Mini Circuits JEBT-4R2GW. A Tektronix AWG
5208 was used to generate the switching signal. For this
design, a EPC 2036 transistor [23] was used since it has a
higher FoM that will yield an increased frequency difference
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FIGURE 7. The |S11| performance of the 4FSK DAM antenna.

between fmax and fmin. The EPC 2036 transistor contains
CtOFF = 165 pF. Because of the circuit topology in Fig. 4,
the effective switching resistance by the transistor is RtON =

73 m�. To ensure that the transistors are effectively switched
ON and OFF, the switching signal was externally ampli-
fied using a 24 dB Mini Circuits ZHL-3A+ to produce an
8 Vpp switching signal. It is critical to bias the transistor
with sufficient VGS as possible during the ON-state due to
the different slopes of the IV curve given VGS [23]. With
a high VGS, a lower ON-resistance is experienced. Another
important note is that each switching signal biases a branch
so that at any given state, the impedance seen by the RF
signal is the same on both sides geometrically, retaining
symmetry. This assists in isolating both the RF and switching
signals from each other. To ensure that at each resonance state
that DAM system achieves maximum efficiency, the |S11|
performance of the 4FSK DAM was measured to determine
the four carrier frequencies. It is assumed that the during
these switching states, the capacitance contributed by the
transistor is 0, due to a low RtON, and only contributes
capacitance during the OFF-state through CtOFF. These are
shown in Fig. 7. Based on this measurement, the carrier fre-
quencies to support 4FSK are well-matched to a 50� source
(|S11| < −10 dB) and should maximize the efficiency of the
4FSK DAM antenna.

FIGURE 8. The far-field measurement schematic of the 4FSK DAM system.

Next, the far-field measurement setup for the 4FSK DAM
is shown in Fig. 8. The transmitter and receiver were sep-
arated by at least one wavelength away to achieve far-field
radiation recommended in [24]. A 2.5% modulation rate
4FSK signal was transmitted, and a pseudorandom 8-bit

TABLE 1. Resonance frequency to binary digit in 4FSK DAM.

and 16-bit sequence was encoded using the four resonances
attained in the 4FSK DAM antenna. The four transistors can
be turned OFF and ON in a pattern to achieve four distinct
resonant frequencies. Therefore, to properly encode a bit
sequence, the carrier frequencies are encoded with a binary
digit. These are shown in Table 1. Therefore, the bit sequence
‘‘11-01-00-10’’ and ‘‘11-01-10-00-01-11-00-10’’ was trans-
mitted for the 8-bit and 16-bit sequence respectively at a rate
of 1.79 Mbps and RF input power of 15 dBm. Because the
EPC2036 transistor has a Cgs of 89 pF, the drive power used
to turn ON andOFF the transistors is calculated to be 1.3 mW,
at a bit rate of 1.79 Mbps.

To show the ability of the 4FSK DAM system in trans-
mitting signals beyond its instantaneous impedance band-
width, the time-domain and frequency-domain signal were
received using an oscilloscope, Tektronix MSO-64. Further-
more, to ensure that the 4FSK DAM antenna works as
intended, the same bit sequence was transmitted but the
switching signal was turned OFF to compare the 4FSK DAM
antenna to another conventional electrically small antenna
such as a CLLA without DAM that is only resonant at one
of the carrier frequencies, 40 MHz. Its |S11| performance
is shown in Fig. 7 shown by the ‘‘00-State’’ since without
the switching circuitry, the DAM antenna devolves to a tra-
ditional CLLA. In this way, a comparison is made to show
how a conventional high-Q ESA cannot adequately trans-
mit high-bandwidth signals such as 4FSK. The spectrogram
results are shown in Fig. 9 and the frequency-domain results
are shown in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 10, the 4FSK DAM antenna can retain the signal’s
spectrum far more capably than a CLLA. Since the CLLA
is solely resonant at around 40 MHz due to the absence of
the switching mechanism in DAM, the received spectrum,
when compared to DAM is comparable at this center fre-
quency. But because CLLA does not have the switching
inherent in DAM, it cannot transmit the other tones well.
Quantitatively, without synchronization between the RF and
switching signals, the spectral efficiency of a CLLA dimin-
ishes significantly. Yet, with DAM, for both 8-bit and 16-bit
transmissions, the spectrum is mostly maintained. The spec-
trogram in Fig. 9 also further illustrate the effectiveness of
DAM. Fig. 9 shows that for both 8-bit and 16-bit patterns,
the 4FSK DAM antenna was able to transmit and distinguish
the bit patterns whereas for the CLLA, the bit sequence is
hardly observable.
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FIGURE 9. The spectrogram for the received signal from the 4FSK DAM antenna (a) (c) and CLLA (b) (d) for the
8-bit (top) and 16-bit (bottom) sequence.

FIGURE 10. The received spectrum from the 4FSK DAM antenna (blue)
and CLLA (red) transmitting an 8-bit (a) and 16-bit sequence (b). The
antenna gain (orange) at one of its resonance is included.

A quantitative and useful way to evaluate the per-
formance of the antennas is through a figure of merit
called efficiency-bandwidth (EB) product. This measures the

radiation efficiency along with the instantaneous bandwidth
of the antenna [25]. Specifically, a way to quantify the
improvement of the DAM antenna in comparison with the
CLLA called βmeasured [21] which compares the EB of both
antennas

βmeasured =
EBDAM
EBCLLA

=
eDAM
eCLLA

BWDAM

BWCLLA
(16)

where EBDAM and EBCLLA is the EB of the DAM and CLLA,
respectively. The efficiencies, eDAM and eCLLA can be calcu-
lated by the ratio of the sum of the received tones, shown
in Fig. 10, and the sum of the transmitted tones. BWDAM
is calculated using (5) and BWCLLA is calculated where the
|S11| ≤ −7 dB. Through (16), the measured EB improvement
of DAM over CLLA, βmeasured , is 4.66.
Although there is an improvement of DAM over CLLA,

various nonidealities and practical issues may affect the
achieved βmeasured due to the decrease in efficiency. An issue
that arises is the effect of Joule heating. This practical
issue leads to an even higher switching resistance. How-
ever, because the effective switching resistance is only
RtON = 73 m�, which is about 25% of the antenna ohmic
resistance, ROHMIC = 282 m�, the effect of Joule heating is
minimal. Another critical important design methodology is to
ensure that the switching occurs at moments when the current
in the loop antenna is maximum. A practical error that occurs
if the needed precision to maintain this switching condition is
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not held. Moreover, non-idealities from to the transient char-
acteristics of the driver circuitry add to these errors. These
then result in lower achieved efficiency for DAM. To enhance
the precision, a higher sampling rate waveform generator can
be used to generate the switching signal synchronous to the
input RF signal. This is tremendously important especially
for even higher-order FSK modulations due to the increase in
switching rates that lead to higher switching losses, and thus,
lower overall efficiencies.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provided a pathway to achieve a more
spectrally efficient DAM transmitter. This is achieved using
a geometrically symmetrical antenna topology and higher
order modulations, respectively. In a 4FSK DAM system,
the use of parallel branches with N transistors for 2N bits
per symbol, combined with a higher FoM transistor, enables
even higher spectral efficiency compared to binary digital
modulation techniques. The far-field measurements show
significant improvement over a conventional ESA such as
a CLLA.

The 4FSK DAM design in this work is more much more
spectrally efficient because the modulation scheme achieves
twice the number of bits per symbol compared to the BFSK
DAM design. This results in higher bit rates.

Another important aspect is that with a 4FSKDAMdesign,
the physical size increases to support two switching wave-
forms. This is due to the addition of the balun and integration
of the bias tee directly into the PCB. Increasing the physical
size aids in boosting the antenna gain due to the increase of
aperture area.

The topology and technique here provide a pathway
for other DAM methodologies to achieve higher spec-
tral efficiency through N-order bit transmissions. Through
even better FoM transistors, even higher bit rates can
be achieved.
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